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                    Abstract
There were only seven producers of Dalmatian prosciutto in 2016, with total production of PGI Dalmatian prosciutto of 59,730 pieces. Key technical steps in the Dalmatian prosciutto production are salting, ham pressing, smoking and drying, ripening and finally packaging and marketing. The value chain of Dalmatian prosciutto consists of animal feed producers, breeders and slaughterhouses at upstream level, prosciutto producers at processing level and retailers at downstream level. Most of the fresh ham for Dalmatian prosciutto production is imported from Hungary and Austria. Stakeholders from upstream level are therefore outside Croatia. Downstream level is related to supermarkets, HoReCa (hotels and restaurants), specialized stores and others.
Traceability is one of the major reasons which drove producers to seek a PGI denomination for this type of ham. In fact, it is now possible to remove “fake dalmatian prosciutto” from the market, as technical specifications and strong producer control prevents fraudulent use of the name Dalmatian prosciutto.
Dalmatian prosciutto tends to perform better than its non-PGI reference on economic and social aspects: it sells at a higher price, generates higher economic spillover, more employment and attracts a higher share of young workers. The PGI is however outperformed on environmental aspects: it travels more, as the meat is imported and it is drier and therefore requires more raw meat per ton of finished product. It also generates slightly more water pollution by nitrates.
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